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ASSESSMENT TEAM
The Iowa Economic Development Authority’s Assessment Team included five downtown development
professionals:
JIM ENGLE, Director, Iowa Downtown Resource Center, Iowa Economic Development Authority, Des Moines,
Iowa. Jim has been with IEDA since January 2014. As director of the Iowa Downtown Resource Center, he
oversees all downtown development programs of the authority. His current responsibilities include managing a
million-dollar annual budget, overseeing the planning and delivery of technical assistance
services, and developing training opportunities for all Iowa communities. Jim’s areas of
expertise are in organizational development, promotion, business development and working
with smaller communities with populations ranging from 400 to 80,000. Prior to joining the
IEDA, Jim served as Coordinator of the Wisconsin Main Street Program for 23 years. He also
served as the Main Street Executive Director in Oskaloosa, Iowa. He holds a degree in Business
Management from Central College in Pella, Iowa. Over the years, Jim has consulted for Main Street programs in
Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, Washington, Tennessee, and Michigan. He has also presented at
many national downtown conferences.
JEFF GEERTS, EcoDistricts AP, NCI CS & CM Special Projects Manager, Iowa Economic Development Authority,
Des Moines, Iowa. Working for the Iowa Department of Natural Resources for 15 years and the Iowa Economic
Development Authority for the last 11+ years, Jeff has more than 25 years of grant writing, grant management,
and program development experience with an emphasis on environmentally sustainable development. Jeff’s
expertise is matching up a community’s vision with the resources to make the vision a reality.
Jeff is actively involved with several nonprofit organizations and currently is a board member
of Des Moines Heritage Trust. Jeff is a co-owner of Millennium HRM Press, a publisher of public
administration and nonprofit management focused case studies and textbooks. For the last 20
years Jeff has programmed an award winning international comparative policy course in best
practices for community leaders and graduate public administration students in the Drake
University College of Business and Public Administration. He regularly speaks at local, state,
and national conferences on sustainable community development practices. Along with being an EcoDistricts
Accredited Professional and certified in the National Charrette Institute’s Charrette System and Charrette
Management, Jeff has a Bachelor of Science degree in management science and statistics from St. Ambrose
University and master’s degree in public administration from Drake University.
ABBY HUFF is Executive Director for Czech Village – New Bohemia Main Street in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. In this
role, she provides business support for over 200 small businesses, markets the district to visitors, and works
towards keeping the overall design of the Czech Village-New Bohemia looking fresh and clean to those who live,
work, and visit. Prior to joining CVNB Main Street, Abby worked for the Story City Greater
Community Foundation as the Executive Director of their Chamber/Main Street and Director
of Economic Development. She has a BA in Interior Design from University of Northern Iowa,
an MFA in Historic Preservation from the Savannah College of Art in Design. She currently
serves on the Historic Preservation Commission for the City of Cedar Rapids and is on the Main
Street Advocacy team with the National Trust for Historic Preservation and Main Street
America.
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BROOKE PROUTY is the Main Street Director for Uptown Marion, a program of the Marion Chamber of
Commerce. Having worked for three Main Streets and downtown districts over the past 8
years, her passion lies in finding unique solutions for community development and
programming. In her spare time, she keeps busy restoring her 1939 home and training for her
first triathlon.

DENNIS REYNOLDS delivers award winning master planning, urban design, site design and public art with his
unique combination of innovative design; presentation and listening skills; quick hand drawings; and pro-active
facilitation of the design process. Prior to creating his own consulting practice, Reynolds Urban Design, he
provided senior level design services and leadership at HOK (Kansas City), Sasaki (Boston) and NBBJ (Columbus).
He founded and led the innovative HOK S+V+E “Design Studio”, facilitating cutting edge multidisciplined design concepts. His major projects include Ho Chi Minh City’s Thu Thiem Peninsula
Master Plan, Nanjing Olympic Sports Park (that hosted the 2005 China Games and the 2008
Summer Olympics), The Great American Ballpark for the Cincinnati Reds and the Dubai
Autodrome Formula One Racing Community. As Director of Design for a major Midwest real
estate development company from 2005 to 2011, Dennis was responsible for groundbreaking
projects including the “New Urbanist” Village of Ponderosa and “Shimmer” lakeside terrace.
Recent projects include urban design, site design and public art for the emerging downtown Des Moines Bridge
District, the North Kansas City Vision Plan, East Village’s City Square, Bondurant’s Swings and Fireflies, Overland
Park Medical Center’s “Heritage” public art trail and Edina Grandview Urban Design Concepts. Dennis has a
Bachelor of Arts from Wheaton College with concentrations in Fine Arts, Economics and Group Dynamics and a
Masters of Landscape Architecture from Kansas State University. He currently serves on both the Urban Design
Review Board for the City of Des Moines and the Iowa Urban Land Institute Board, volunteers for multiple Dog
Rescue groups and provides therapy dog visits with Mister Cotton.
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The following report summarizes the observations and recommendations resulting from an Iowa Downtown
Resource Center Assessment conducted in Osage, Iowa. In preparation of this report, the Assessment Team
learned about Osage’s development history and plans for future development. The Team’s familiarization
process began with a review of materials supplied prior to the visit, two pre-visit surveys, a driving tour of the
city and a walking tour of the Downtown commercial district.
The intensive three-day visit also included interviews with approximately 70 community leaders, individuals and
groups representing the public and private sectors and a community meeting. Based upon these activities and
the Assessment Team’s extensive working knowledge in downtown economic development, this report
summarizes their findings and recommendations for Osage.

OVERVIEW
This Downtown Assessment report and recommendations for Osage are based on the Team’s downtown
development experience – totaling over 100 years. Their beliefs are grounded by the philosophy that in order
for Downtown to re-establish itself as the social and commercial center of the community – the physical heart
and soul of the city – Downtown must become more valuable physically, economically, socially and politically.
The health of Downtown has a direct impact upon the entire community’s economic well-being. They are interrelated. Downtown revitalization IS economic development. Downtown is a prime location for incubating small
business, it is an affordable location for independent businesses and is historically one of the community’s major
employers. The commercial center provides a compact environment with multiple stories for commerce,
government and living spaces, thus reducing sprawl and the cost associated with extending city services and
infrastructure. The pedestrian friendly environment is convenient and accessible, serving as the center
(community space) for not only commercial trade but also cultural, social, and civic engagement. Historic
downtown districts can serve as heritage tourism attractions. A building’s condition, the business’ viability, and
maximization of the building’s square footage for income generation affect not only the property’s value, but
also the value of the neighboring properties and real estate in the entire community. Investments in Downtown
allow it to “pay its fair share” in taxes resulting in lessening the tax burdens of its citizens and city government.
Most of our memories are directly associated with a place. We “go back” to places we feel good about. We “go
back” to places where we have had positive shopping experiences. We “go back” to places where we have had
fun. We “go back” to places we think are important. We are also attracted to places where we think we will
have a positive experience. We must strive to make Downtown a “go to” kind of destination, not an avoidable
area we pass through to get somewhere else.

“Never doubt that a small group of committed
dependable citizens can change the world.
Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”
-Margaret Mead
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PURPOSE
The Osage Chamber of Commerce worked with the Iowa Downtown Resource Center, Iowa Economic
Development Authority (IEDA), to conduct a Downtown Assessment to raise awareness, educate, make
recommendations, and encourage the local community. In conducting this “self-discovery” process, Osage has
begun to empower itself by stepping out of its comfort zone. It is a good sign that the community appears ready
to take additional steps to address Downtown’s challenges.
This assessment and recommendations should serve as a call to action and provide the community with current
information to formulate strategies necessary to address the very serious issue of saving or improving the
downtown for future generations. This report cannot and does not provide all the answers. Ultimately, Osage
citizens must explore their options, decide what is relevant and realistic and acquire additional information and
resources as they address Downtown’s future.

INTRODUCTION
Osage, Iowa is a community of 3,600 residents and is the county seat of Mitchell County, Iowa. This autumn
downtown assessment certainly showed the team firsthand Osage’s claim as the city of maples. Residents are
proud of their community and welcome visitors to town for the county fair, good restaurants, recreation
opportunities and a number of fun events. This assessment visit was a bit different than most. Osage is not
starting its downtown improvement efforts at the beginning. The downtown is already a model for other
communities in the area. Residents appreciate the business mix, clean appearance and recent projects that
have made a strong community stronger. Members of the Downtown Assessment Team believe the
identification of strengths and challenges should be taken constructively and utilized by local leaders to do many
good things in the Downtown. We hope the following observations and recommendations will help identify
priorities and be a motivator for positive Downtown and community projects.
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ASSETS / STRENGTHS
COMMUNITY
•
•
•
•

The City of Maples!
Beautiful, historic homes on
perimeter of downtown
Recreation opportunities include 10
parks, Cedar River and Spring Park
Cedar River Complex…very
impressive

•
•
•
•

Municipal utility
Hospital and spinoff business
Strong local industry and jobs
Track record of alumni support of
community projects

•
•

Business pride in place/decorations
Good retail promotions such as
Socktoberfest
Solid event schedule: Autumn
Artistry, Farmers Markets, Friday
Nights Out
Downtown nightlife created by
restaurants and theater
Social media presence
School/business partnerships
Where else can you get a steak out
of a vending machine?

DOWNTOWN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good business mix with anchors
such as Emerson’s, gift stores, floral,
the locker and knitting store
Cedar Valley Seminary…wow!
Strong Chamber of Commerce
Strong restaurants (14)
Three active and supportive banks
Supportive city government (for
example creation of revolving loan
program)
Participation in Downtown
Revitalization Grant
Excellent
buildings/architecture/National
Register District

•
•
•
•
•

THE SURVEY SAYS….
Prior to the Downtown Assessment the Iowa Downtown Resource Center administered an on-line survey (preCOVID-19) to residents of Osage to get their ideas and opinions about the downtown area. Approximately 127
people participated in the survey. A complete summary of survey responses is available as an attachment.

PUBLIC INPUT SURVEY TRENDS SHOW…. (answers in order of popularity)
DOWNTOWN’S GREATEST STRENGTHS:
•
•
•
•

Variety of businesses/unique
shops/local
Historic buildings, character,
architecture, historic district
Visually appealing - inviting,
beauty, charm, view
Not many vacancies

•
•
•
•
•
•

Restaurants
Clean streets/Cleanliness
Watts Theatre
Wide streets
Friendliness -the people
Dedicated, friendly business owners
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IF I COULD CHANGE ONE THING ABOUT DOWNTOWN OSAGE, IT WOULD BE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fill empty buildings
More shopping options/Less non-retail businesses
Parking/Diagonal/More spaces/Remove parking curfew
More food options/Lounge/sports bar/pizza/Chinese food
Storefront/building improvements
Better store hours

HOW DOES DOWNTOWN OSAGE MAKE YOU FEEL?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proud
Glad to be home
Comfortable/at peace/content/satisfied/relaxing/fine/ok
Good/Good hometown/Great
Welcoming/Inviting
Happy
Nostalgic
Small town hominess/feel

HOW DO YOU WANT DOWNTOWN OSAGE TO FEEL?
•
•
•
•

Welcoming/inviting
Exciting, lively, busy, vibrant, energized, hopping, wow
Friendly/happy/approachable
Cozier/warm/like home/at peace/relaxing/casual

WHAT WOULD IMPROVE THE BUSINESS CLIMATE OF DOWNTOWN THE MOST?
•
•
•
•
•

Store/variety
More events (like Autumn Artistry)/Live entertainment/Festive
atmosphere/Family activities
More parking: for events/Bigger lots/Business parking/Alley access to parking
Better business hours/Better display of hours
Less empty storefronts/Clean up empty storefronts
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WHAT TYPE OF NEW DOWNTOWN BUSINESS WOULD BE MOST
SUCCESSFUL?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restaurant (open Sundays, fast food, outside seating, pizza,
McDonald’s, Chinese, with arcade games, kid friendly, deli, fish). Pizza
and fast food were most requested restaurant types.
Clothing: Affordable, children, teens, men’s work. Children and teen’s
most requested types.
Ice cream/Smoothies/Frozen Yogurt
Variety/Multi-purpose/Dollar General/Upscale variety
Gifts/Hallmark
Antiques/Primitive rustic

WHICH PUBLIC AMENITIES ARE MOST NEEDED DOWNTOWN?
•
•
•
•
•

Places for kids
Street seating
Public art
Greenspace
More parking
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PULSE POLL SURVEY – SEPTEMBER 2020
Prior to the Downtown Assessment the Iowa Downtown Resource Center administered an on-line survey (postCOVID-19) to gauge their consumer confidence amidst a pandemic. 351 people participated in the survey. A
complete summary of survey responses is available as an attachment.
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ASSESSMENT TEAM’S RECOMMENDATIONS
The Assessment team’s recommendations have been grouped into seven themes with suggested time frames
for specific projects. It is important to take one step at a time and understand that the longer-term
recommendations are not of much consequence until the shorter-term recommendations are addressed.
The Assessment Team hopes Osage will assess each recommendation and develop a plan to implement what is
right for Osage. As the process gains momentum, community leadership will need to determine additional
strategies and develop approaches that are more sophisticated.
Our hope was/is to work with leaders to identify the strengths, challenges, and opportunities in a constructive
way to help the community improve the vitality of the downtown over time. We appreciate the openness and
honesty of residents and we appreciate that community leaders allow the Assessment Team to be honest in its
findings.
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THEME 1:

DEFINING DOWNTOWN

For the purposes of the Downtown Assessment visit, the team focused its assessment on Main Street from 5th
Street to 8th Street. Research has shown that people are typically willing to walk about 1,000 feet before they
really start thinking about the distance they are walking to get to a place. If you look at a lot of historic
downtowns, shopping mall designs, Main Avenue in Clear Lake or Main Street in Cedar Falls, for example, you
will find the walking distances are usually about 1,000 feet. The distance in Osage between 5th and 8th Streets is
longer than 1,000 feet so the community should implement simple, cost-effective gateway features and unique
pedestrian crossings at 5th and 8th Street to signify to visitors that they are entering the heart of downtown and
a special place.
Osage’s downtown and travelers alike benefit from the fact that state highway 9 passes through the heart of
the city as Main Street. The 6,000-7,000 vehicles per day that travel Main Street are a sufficient enough number
to support local downtown businesses. The downtown area is supported by a well-maintained surrounding
neighborhood with impressive homes and community assets including the grocery store, elementary school,
Leeman Education Center, daycare, city hall, county courthouse, police and fire station, and the Cedar Valley
Seminary to name a few. Image below available for download.
ACTION STEPS:
•
•

Design and install gateway features at the Main Street intersection with 5th Street and 8th Street. See Theme
2.
Implement unique pedestrian crosswalks signaling entrance into the heart of downtown and to improve
pedestrian safety
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THEME 2:

CREATING CURB APPEAL

Osage’s Main Street has curb appeal already. Opportunities exist to build upon that curb appeal to create a
sense of place that is welcoming, comfortable, safe, engaging, and memorable. Image below available for
download.
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To build on Osage’s existing curb appeal, the Downtown Assessment Team recommends focusing on and
integrating together signage, window displays, public art, greenery, and outdoor gathering spaces while
enhancing the overall appearance and presence of downtown businesses. Image below available for download.
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BUSINESS PRESENCE
Start by bringing together a small group of local people with a variety of perspectives to take a walk along Main
Street. During the walk pay attention to the appearance of the existing buildings and identify opportunities to
improve those appearances and create a stronger business presence for people traveling Main Street whether
by car, bike, or foot. As the group is walking Main Street, ask the following questions and more.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What condition are the store windows in?
How attractive is the store display? Does it make me want to go
inside?
Are the storefront windows of appropriate scale and do they
provide visibility to the activity inside?
Are the windows tinted making it difficult to see what is inside?
Should awnings be used instead of window tinting?
Does the building need a touch of paint?
Are the awnings in good condition?
Is there adequate and appropriate lighting? Are window
displays lit up at night?
Are store hours posted? Do they have a store “Open” sign?
What is displayed on the sidewalk?
Is there sidewalk seating close by?

SIGNS
As your local small group strolls Main Street to identify opportunities to improve the
street presence of businesses, pay special attention to the signs promoting local
businesses and services as well directional signage helping visitors to navigate Osage.
Are the business signs in good condition? Are they easy to see and read? Do they tell
what type of business is located inside?
On the assessment visit only a couple of blade signs (signs perpendicular to the building
face) were noted. The assessment team strongly recommends much greater use of blade
signs. Blade signs are easier for drivers, bikers, and walkers to see. Blade signs can help
pull walkers down the sidewalk to investigate what is on the next block. Blade signs done
well can even help promote a company’s brand and can serve as public art as well.
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WINDOW DISPLAYS
Window displays play a key role in conveying to visitors what might be in a store
and inviting them in. Thoughtfully produced window displays can make a Main
Street stroll fun, engaging, and memorable. Lighting window displays into the
evening also attracts customers, helps provide lighting
and comfort onto the sidewalk, and conveys this is a
downtown with life and energy. The lighting of windows
may also help overcome some of the difficulty of seeing
into many downtown Osage windows due to what
appears to be an extensive use of window tinting. While
there are several good examples of window displays in
Osage such as the barber shop and the flower shop,
many more opportunities exist to create engaging window displays in downtown Osage.
Window displays that are creative, fun, and interesting do not have to cost a lot of money.
Think creatively about how you can use existing inventory to create engaging window
displays while promoting your product or services. See advice from other business owners with engaging
window displays. Engage local artists, clubs, or classes from the school to design and initiate window displays.
GREENERY AND STREETLIGHTING
While the overall Main Street streetscape is in relatively good condition for being more than 20 years old and
there are a nice series of planters distributed throughout Main Street with nice decor, the district does feel
somewhat cold and sterile. The assessment team recommends adding more greenery to downtown.
Focus on adding greenery through the addition of more planters. Add plantings to your large intersection bumpouts and build on your City of Maples theme by strategically adding appropriate street trees along Main Street.

The streetlights while still effective, are starting to show their age and some additional pedestrian scale lighting
at some of the intersections would make for safer and more comfortable evening and night-time street
crossings. When updating the Main Street streetlighting consider modern smart poles and fixtures that provide
options such as changeable/tunable light colors, Wi-Fi, charging of digital devices, and the ability to play music
and make announcements.
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PUBLIC ART

While in Osage the team learned that many artists and authors call Osage home and that one of the largest and
most loved local events is Autumn Artistry. Osage’s wide Main Street sidewalks, ample bump-outs and visible
blank building walls present many canvases for sharing local art talent and love for the arts along with promoting
the natural, cultural, and manufacturing assets of the community.
The City or Chamber could form a partnership with the local high school art class/teacher or facilitate an annual
contest for area artists to display their creations and the winner’s piece becomes a permanent part of the
downtown experience. Consider having an art contest to develop public art that also provides places to sit
downtown. How about public art that serves as or supports outdoor dining and extends the season for outdoor
dining? Could you use public art, such as the murals pictured here to create a downtown history walk or develop
a walking classroom for residents and visitors to learn about the history of the buildings, events, and people of
Osage?
When planning for downtown public art, do not forget to include the performing arts. Encouraging and providing
live performances from music to theater to mime really livens up a street and can attract and retain visitors to
downtown.
STREET CONFIGURATION AND OUTDOOR GATHERING SPACES
Time and again through community focus groups, local discussions and
in the community survey responses, the Downtown Assessment Team
heard a desire to have places downtown to gather as a community for
events and entertainment. There was a strong desire expressed for live
entertainment and for places where traffic could be at least temporarily
blocked off for safety and comfort. The assessment team also
recognized this opportunity and has identified several options for Osage
to consider that will be discussed here as well as in Theme 6 “Creating
3rd Places”.
While state highway 9 provides great access to downtown Osage and 6,000-7,000 vehicles per day to support
downtown businesses, the size and amount of truck traffic driving through and turning in downtown creates
additional noise and safety hazards that could be minimized by providing drivers of large trucks and machinery
clearer wayfinding signs directing them to the community truck route and enforcing use of the truck route.
Another approach to reduce the negative impacts of large trucks downtown and to encourage more outdoor
gathering spaces downtown would be to consider changing the current 4-lane road configuration to a 2-lane
configuration with a center turn lane. This approach has been advocated by the Iowa Department of
Transportation in many communities to improve local safety while maintaining vehicle throughput. The
assessment team was informed that Main Street Osage was a 2-lane road until the mid-1970’s, thus
demonstrating that a 2-lane road with a center turn lane is possible.
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A 3-lane approach could provide the following attributes:
•
•
•
•

Safer environment for all due to traffic calming and lower traffic speeds
Angled parking resulting in additional downtown parking spaces
More parking closer to business front doors
Half an acre of additional space for community gathering places and amenities downtown such as seating,
outdoor dining, public art / storytelling, bike parking, trash, and recycling receptacles within sight of
seating areas, and lighting

ACTION STEPS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gather a local group with varying perspectives to walk Main Street to identify ways to enhance the presence
of businesses.
Work with Iowa DOT and local city council to clarify business sign regulations, make necessary changes to
allow blade signs.
Create a window display, business sign and outdoor dining technical assistance and mini-grant program.
Continue local revolving loan fund and identify ways to provide additional low or no cost funding to improve
building facades.
Form a local public art stakeholders’ group to develop and implement a plan to increase public art downtown
Investigate public art funding available from the Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs and the National
Endowment for the Arts.
Establish at least two iconic Osage murals that will become “selfie” destinations.
Liven up the existing maple leaf themed benches and trash receptacles by painting the leaves maple red,
yellow, and orange.
Team up with local landscapers and school programs to develop plans to add greenery to downtown.
Evaluate life expectancy of the current streetlighting and investigate smart streetlighting retrofit and
replacement options.
Partner with Iowa DOT to investigate street design options to reduce heavy truck traffic and improve safety
for all.
Develop and implement a strategy to add more amenities including seating, outdoor dining, public restrooms, drinking
fountains, bike parking, shade, trash, and recycling receptables, Wi-Fi, digital device charging, etc.
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THEME 3:

DOWNTOWN BUILDIINGS

The architecture of downtown performs a number of functions for a community. The buildings of downtown
are a physical representation of a community’s history. Historic buildings often include the date of construction
and the original developer/owner’s name – usually embedded at the top of the building in the decorative
cornice. The downtown buildings create “curb appeal” for businesses that help
make the district more inviting for shoppers and visitors. Downtown buildings,
along with the streetscape amenities create an ambience and atmosphere that
can help draw customers to shop and stroll throughout the commercial district.
Osage has an extraordinary stock of historic buildings and in the last decade
buildings owners and the city took strides to invest in the Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG). There is always work to do but the buildings
in downtown Osage are in good shape. Keep the ball rolling.
ACTION STEPS:
•

It is important to tell the community story about what this block grant was able to do for the downtown.
The best way to tell this story is by creating cumulative information about the project. To do this you tell the
community and visitors what buildings used the grant, why they used it, and how they used it. Visuals are
always the easiest way to tell your story. Using before, concept, and after photos, show the progress through
the city and/or chamber website. Put these images in a poster format that can be displayed in the windows
of the building or in the business that occupy the spaces. Good stories like this tend to domino.

•

Downtown Osage is ripe for a Community Catalyst Building Remediation grant through the Iowa Economic
Development Authority. The Community Catalyst Building Remediation Program assists communities with
the redevelopment, rehabilitation, or deconstruction of buildings to stimulate economic growth or
reinvestment in the community. Investigate the grant. Application information is on the IEDA website. Iowa
Downtown Resource Center staff will be happy to visit Osage and talk about the catalyst grant possibilities.

Examples of how communities have used the catalyst program are as follows:
Zearing, Iowa (550 pop) - Through the last 10 years the City of Zearing had lost a number of buildings due to
neglect. Community leaders saw that if they did not step in, they would lose a building that could provide both
upper story housing and first floor commercial space. With the help of the catalyst program they were able to
restore this building.

Before

After
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Dyersville, Iowa (4,200 pop) – Once a textile factory this structure built in 1907 needed a new life. Through a
private/public partnership. The building is now home to the Textile Brewing Company.

Before

After

A potential Catalyst Grant for Osage would be the Maple Inn project. In combination with the State and Federal
Historic Tax credit program, the state Brownfield/Grayfield program, and local funds the Maple Inn would be a
signature project that would add upper story housing and commercial space to Osage’s Downtown.
The Maple Inn in its current state is underutilized but with some hard work the structure could be an asset with
the potential to bring in a business or space where those of all ages can hangout. Images below available for
download.
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•

Alleys and rear entrances in Osage could use attention. In recent years, the City of Osage has taken the
opportunity to improve the surfaces of the alleyways throughout the downtown. They have also put in
multiple lots for parking and activities. This has left the property line from the alley to the rear of buildings
very visible from adjacent streets. We are recommending the revitalization of the alleys.

•

One way to achieve this is by creating murals on the backs of the buildings. Here are a few examples from
other communities around Iowa that have invested in alleyway murals.

Algona, Iowa

Le Mars, Iowa

Newton, Iowa
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•

Other types of art such as sculpture or lighting can add ambience to an alley. Marion, Iowa is a perfect
example of this.
The Uptown Artway located in the Uptown Marion Main Street District broke ground in 2016 and currently
features over 10 different sculptures, murals, and local works of art. Today Uptown Artway is a fun place to
gather and is utilized by the businesses that are lucky enough to have their building rears located on the
alley. Marion is working on expansion plans for the Artway to move down another block so more visitors
and businesses can enjoy the art.

•

Another way to create attractive alley’s is by turning what are currently considered parking spaces into
outdoor seating or gathering. Since Osage has ample parking it would be beneficial for employees and upper
story tenants to park in lots instead of directly behind the buildings. This frees the space to add table and
chairs, benches, fences, greenery.

Here are some examples of communities that have utilized alleys for seating.

•

Create an architectural education/appreciation program. This type of program can take many forms and
target a number of audiences. A good place to start is with a walking tour. Traditionally these have been
marketed as a brochure but updating techniques to meet current technology is recommended. This could
include a “downtown app” for smart phones that could also highlight upcoming activities and events. A
series of plaques or interpretive markers are another common
strategy. These techniques are good for all visitors to your
downtown. Target specific audiences with something like a
downtown coloring/activity book for youngsters or maybe an
architectural detail scavenger hunt. Historic photo displays in
locations like the library, city hall, chamber of commerce and other
highly visited locations create a better appreciation of local
heritage. Cedar Valley Seminary would also be a good place or the
new Leeman Center. Publishing history articles in the local paper
also can be an effective technique for improving the appreciation
of local history and architecture.
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•

Develop a building assistance team to work with property owners on rehabilitation issues/projects. Sensitive
rehabilitation of historic buildings requires specific knowledge about traditional construction techniques and
materials. Understanding of current code requirements is also necessary in order to make properties
perform to contemporary standards. On top of that, understanding and accessing financial and technical
assistance programs can be extremely daunting, especially for a property owner that is busy trying to run a
profitable small business. They typically need some help and guidance. Having a local resource of people
that have experience in these various areas that can help guide other property owners through the process
is an invaluable incentive that can help spur revitalization. Likely team members include the city
administrator, local building official, including the fire marshal, experienced contractors, any local design
professionals, and other economic development officials. Image below is available for download.

•

The City of Osage’s revolving loan program is an excellent incentive. Consider adding a small grant program
for less substantial building improvements such as painting, signs, and awnings. Often times, a very modest
grant can leverage impressive investment in buildings and significant changes in appearance.
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THEME 4:

LIVING DOWNTOWN

A couple that rents an upper story for a year on average is expected to contribute $20,000 - $40,000 to a
downtown community. When you take this number times 20 (couples), that is an average of half a million dollars
that stays in your local downtown economy. Downtown housing activates upper stories, helps cash flow
buildings, and adds a new market of people that create activity downtown & users of the businesses and
restaurants in the district. When Downtowns have active upper stories, it adds to the general environment and
nightlife in the community. Our team observed that although there were some upper story lights on, the overall
atmosphere seemed inactive. These photos are a good illustration of what Osage currently looks like in the
evening at around 7:00 PM and the potential it could have with more downtown residents.

ACTION STEPS:
•

•
•

•

First, collect information about the upper floors in downtown Osage. Go door to door and work on a Building
Inventory (see attached). Knowing what you have helps you understand what you need. If you have a
number of 1-bedroom apartments, you know that you need 2-bedroom units. Maybe you have some
apartments that rent for $550/month and some that rent for $1550. The community knows that they have
a missing middle and those are the types of units that would either need to be created in upper story housing
or opened back up to renters. The previously mentioned Catalyst program is a perfect match for upper story
housing projects.
Plan an Upper Story Tour. These tours should include the good and the bad. The occupied and the
unoccupied because you never know who may have interest in investing or owning and have the vision or
interest in restoring an upper story unit or two.
Organize a tour to neighboring communities that may have already invested in upper story housing. This
gives stakeholders and leaders a firsthand look at different types of units and how these communities
approached upper story housing projects. The Iowa Downtown Resource Center can make suggestions on
which communities to visit.
Our team also observed that some upper story units have been boarded up or bricked in. Those unsightly
upper stories can have some life given back to
them by adding some art or maybe just curtains
and timed lighting in empty spaces. This could
be a fun project for high school art students as
a community building activity. The City of
Estherville, Iowa has a grant program for the
opening up of boarded up windows. Here are
some fun examples of upper story art.
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•

In order to protect the retail, service, and restaurant environment in Downtown Osage one of the easiest
things that the community can do is put a restriction on residents living on the first floor in the downtown
blocks.
Studies have shown that when communities have apartment units on the first floor instead of storefront
commercial spaces in historic downtowns, it leads to a connotation that downtowns are not thriving and
actually mentally forces people to keep moving down the block. This is also true for empty lots and vacant
storefronts that are not being maintained.
Below is an example of the kind of ordinance that can be added.

BURLINGTON, IOWA
Zoning Code: Sec. 170.20.092 – C‐3 Central Business District
(Downtown Mixed Use): Use Categories “Household living” ‐
Permitted only as upper story and/or in the rear of the ground floor
for properties that are within the area bounded by Washington
Street, 8th Street, railroad tracks and Front Street; excluding
properties located adjacent to Washington Street from the alley
between N. 6th St. and N. 7th St. to N. 8th St. Properties in the
described area shall maintain a commercial storefront along public
streets on the first floor of the building consisting of at least 50% of
the depth of the building and entire width.

•

One of downtown Osage’s strengths is the beautiful stock of historic homes that surround the district. The
City of Osage has a program in place to help with demolition of derelict buildings. Also, consider letting those
dollars be used to rehabilitate the homes that surround the core downtown. These surrounding homes have
similar benefits as upper story housing. Those who live within walking distance will spend more money
locally and in the downtown than those who live further away. Once someone gets into a vehicle it is just as
easy for them to make the decision to drive out of town to get their needed items. Not only would the
project increase traffic to your downtown but it would become a catalyst for other homeowners to begin
repairs on their houses. It has been proven that once a neighbor starts to make repairs the surrounding
neighbors will do the same. Osage has the benefit of having great historic homes to be rehabbed.
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THEME 5:

BUSINESS SUPPORT

Downtown Osage is blessed with a solid business mix for a community its size. The team heard repeatedly that
“outside of a small number of items, we really don’t have to leave town to shop.”
Downtown Osage has businesses that we do not often see in small towns, such as a
full-service clothing store, gift stores and a meat locker. But, of course on-line buying
and the need to sometimes get out of town (coupled with the recent rough months
that the pandemic has created) have created real challenges for downtown
businesses. Downtown Osage has many businesses that are skilled marketers and
have embraced new ways to promote. The Chamber of Commerce has also been very
helpful and diligent about promoting the businesses in new ways. Others are
extremely talented businesses but tend to market their products in old school ways
with little use of social media. One area that businesses said they could do a better
job of is creating opportunities to work together. It is seen as a very independent
bunch of businesses.
It is important to create an environment to succeed by helping businesses thrive. It is enticing to start with a
business recruitment strategy because vacancies tend to stick out like sore thumbs, but the retention of existing
businesses is always a better starting place especially considering what we are going through right now. Start
with a comprehensive communication system that reaches every business. Follow that effort with assessment,
retention & expansion, business recruitment and finally, development.
Not all communities can promote their downtowns as shopping destinations, but we believe Osage can. It has
enough solid businesses and restaurants to appeal to out of towners for day trips. Even though the district is
strong, there is always opportunity to strengthen the mix. And there are just enough vacant spaces to do that.
In the attachments we have supplied ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.) data that includes
an analysis of retail dollars being spent in Osage. The data measures the demand in several retail categories vs.
the actual dollars spent in Osage in those same categories. In communities the size of Osage it is not uncommon
to see retail leakages in most retail categories.
In Osage, the 2017 ESRI figures show a total demand (potential) of $53,511,833 with an actual supply (sales) of
$49,451, 617 in Total Retail Trade and Food & Drink. This is an overall retail leakage of $4,060, 216. This is a
pretty good number for a community of 3600 people with several larger cities within an hour.
The largest surplus (areas Osage does well in) is Automobile Dealers: $16 million surplus. We expect those
numbers have changed since 2017. Osage also has a small retail surplus in the following categories: Lawn &
Garden, Grocery, Florists, Used Merchandise Stores and Restaurants.
Osage has small retail leakage in these categories: Furniture, Electronics; larger leakages in Building Materials,
Clothing, Jewelry, and Sporting Goods; and the largest leakage in Gas Stations and General Merchandise Stores.
Some of these categories where residents are spending their money out of town
were listed in the surveys as areas of need for Osage. Typically, this is a good place
to start for a community that is getting ready to initiate any kind of business
recruitment effort although a given retail category (like restaurants) that is already
strong can be made stronger if a community can establish themselves as a place to
go because of this business strength.
We recommend the following action steps to capitalize on your already strong downtown business mix in hopes of
strengthening it and also keeping businesses going in the right direction.
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ACTION STEPS:

•

Perhaps the number one downtown business concern in the state is the retirement
of businesses. Often times, these are landmark businesses that have been
depended on by locals for years. Osage is no different. The team spoke to several
business owners who are in the stage of their lives that an upcoming retirement is
imminent. There is rarely a silver bullet to address this issue. Iowa has success
stories of successful sales of businesses or handing businesses down to the next
generation, but more often than not, it does not happen. This can leave a huge
void.
Some transitions may also include real estate transactions as many
businesses also own their building. Now is the time to start building relationships
with them. Building trust will be crucial. Take steps now to get a grasp on your
current situation and take small steps to make the transition a possibility.
 Develop a business visitation program to help identify red flags such as decreases in inventory. Find out
who needs help. Open a dialogue with local business owners. Strive for frank disclosure regarding their
plans and what they see happening when they retire. Use two person teams to make those calls. An
example of a form that can be adapted to meet Osage’s needs is available for download under the
resources section. Keep constant communication. Understand where they are, their plans and what
barriers they have.
 Identify possible successors such as family, key employees, competitors, or outside entrepreneurs.
 Provide information and education to both retiring businesses and new businesses. Utilize SBDC, SCORE,
Advance Iowa (UNI). Develop entrepreneurial programs to help younger people develop the necessary
skills and experience to run a business. Introduce them to business owners who may be ready to retire
soon to help create an opportunity for transition. Offer Business Succession/Transition workshops in
the community. Share articles on Business Succession in the local newspaper or as an email blast to
businesses.
 Develop a marketing strategy targeted to former Osage residents and alumni for these transitioning
businesses. You never know when you might find someone interested in a move back home. Osage
already has a strong alumni network.
 Create financial packages to assist with business transitions. This could include
rental assistance, low interest loans, and mentoring programs.

•

The assessment team heard that there is not always business to business
communication. This could be so helpful to cross promote products and get ideas
from each other. On-line giants like Amazon were repeatedly mentioned as a
deterrent to business success in downtown Osage. Downtown retailers can play the
game too but have to learn to market differently. There is so much opportunity for
businesses to share skills and talents in Osage.
 Develop a business think tank group that meets monthly to discuss business
needs and how to provide direct help. Include current businesses, retired
businesses, students, bankers, etc. (anyone that is perceptive and has
something to offer). Create a list of ideas that can be executed that will help
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existing business owners. Look for cross promotion ideas, matching businesses up to learn from each
other, and workshops (such as lunch and learns that are designed based on local needs). Utilize
information collected from the business visitation program (that is not confidential). Utilize skills of the
team members to provide some free help to existing businesses. For example, can an existing retailer
that is fantastic at merchandising agree to do some walk throughs of other businesses and give some
tips? Can a seasoned retailer pass along some old tricks that always work? Can a student help with
website design?
 ShopIowa.com is the Iowa Economic Development Authority’s on-line platform for businesses to sell online. Get familiar with the website and get involved. Currently, there are no Osage businesses using this
helpful tool. Even though it will take some businesses out of their comfort zones with things like
photographing their products and shipping, this is a good way for businesses unfamiliar with on-line
selling to get going. Familiarize your team with this and promote it to Osage businesses. This team
would love to see 5-10 businesses using Shop Iowa in the next few months.
•

One of the most common statewide complaints about downtown
businesses revolves around store hours. Osage is no different. This team
heard multiple times that residents would like to shop more downtown
but when they get off work the businesses are closed. The 8-5 or 9-5
standard set 100 years ago no longer works.
 Work on this issue democratically. Businesses are independent.
They will not always agree, and best business hours are different
from one business type to another. But you can make progress.
Come up with agreed upon minimum store hours. Hopefully, these
can be extended. Secure some testimonials from businesses that do
good business (use percentages) in the evening and hours when
other businesses are closed.
 Work on the display of individual business hours for each downtown
business. This could even be a service that the Chamber of
Commerce provides (so easy to incorporate a business logo onto a
business hour template card).

•

Osage has businesses that are very impressive once you get in the door….it is not always obvious from
the storefront (see curb appeal recommendations). Promoting the breadth of products and services you
can get in downtown Osage is important. Businesses must develop camaraderie and work together to
get this done.
 It is not good enough to hope that businesses making referrals to each other will happen. Be strategic
about it and develop a business referral program. To do this, businesses must know each other. Do
several business to business tours, perhaps five businesses at a time. Ask each toured business to
talk about their store, what they sell and what future plans are. Look for ways to cross promote.
Develop cheat sheets for businesses that give information about each downtown business (by
business type).
 Develop an on-line searchable, business directory with map to show users how much downtown
Osage has to offer.
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•

Downtown Osage has vacancy but not to the level of similar sized
downtowns. This is an excellent opportunity to fill voids. Develop a
strategic approach to recruiting businesses on your wish list.
 Develop a wish list based on ESRI data and the surveys. Perhaps
also do some focus groups to generate more data related to
business voids. Ask – residents “If you could own any business
downtown, what would it be?”. Often times unearthing those
unspoken dreams is the key to your next local entrepreneur!
Validate those responses, connect them with other local business
owners and show them that their dream can become a REALITY
in downtown Osage.
 Inventory all your downtown buildings but most certainly your
vacancies. Collect all of the information you need such as
ownership, square footage, building conditions, past uses, etc.
 Clean up the vacant buildings with much attention to the storefront windows. Develop “Business
Opportunity” signs or “I Wish I was an Ice Cream Store” (or other business types) signs for the windows.
 Market the available buildings and rental spaces on the website…..Hot Properties
 Consolidate your marketing materials – create an “Osage: Start your Business Here” Guide that includes
market data, local incentives, available locations, contact information, survey data etc. Have copies of
this guide both at the Chamber and online.
 Host a business 101 workshop for current and aspiring owners. Connect with partner organizations such
as the SBDC on the basics of business. This could be a series of workshops from bookkeeping to
marketing or be an entrepreneurial bootcamp to develop business plans and set business goals.
Encourage your current businesses to participate too. 2020 is a great time to revisit your business plan
and ask yourself “Are you adapting to the current climate?”.
 Develop a business plan competition with a cash prize for the winner.
 Develop a plan for collecting new business leads. Do not make this quiet. Tell service clubs about your
business wish list. Get the word out. Collect business cards from businesses in cities just out of your trade
area that match your business wish profile. Inventory home-based businesses in Osage or businesses off
the beaten path that may be looking for a new location with better foot traffic.
 Develop a chronological process for following up on leads….phone call, visit to store, call from current
retailer, send information about downtown, show market data supporting need for that business type,
work for a visit to Osage.
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THEME 6:

CREATING 3RD PLACES

3rd places are places we gather socially outside of the home or workplace. These 3rd places help build and solidify
a sense of place and community. Examples of 3rd places are churches, libraries, parks, cafés, and coffee shops.
When thinking about the creation of 3rd places, think about layering things to do there so there are 10 or more
activities available. Activities can be as simple as getting a coffee, reading a book, people watching, or charging
a phone to more robust such as scheduled entertainment. Several opportunities exist to create a variety of 3rd
places to gather and build a sense of place and community in Osage.
The Cedar Valley Seminary is an example of a place becoming a 3rd place. The seminary and its lawn, neighboring
street and public parking create an opportunity to greatly expand this 3rd place into a central community
gathering place for events large and small. The street on the south side of Cedar Valley Seminary, Chase Street,
could be closed off for special events. The curb on the north side of the street could be removed to improve
safety and accessibility with bollards installed to guide traffic when the street is open. Artistic gates could be
developed and installed as public art as well as traffic control gates on both ends of the closed Chase Street
portion. Food trucks could serve events or special food truck themed events could be held with trucks stationed
on the closed Chase Street, in the adjacent public parking lot or in the lot on the east side of the seminary
property. Shade could be added around the seminary and in the public right-of-way by planting and identifying
a variety of maple trees. To create an outdoor room type of feel and to possibly extend the outdoor dining
season for the seminary coffee shop and café, an artistic fire pit could be installed near the east entrance to the
seminary. The seminary’s Wi-Fi could be leveraged for Wi-Fi on the grounds and charging stations could be built
into smart light fixtures and incorporated into the soon to be installed electric vehicle charging stations in the
public lot west of 7th Street. Image below is available for download.
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To fully realize the potential of the Cedar Valley Seminary, improvements need to be made to better connect
the seminary grounds to downtown. Currently, the sidewalk on the east side of 7th street is narrow and poles at
the Main Street intersection present accessibility challenges for those in wheelchairs, on bikes or with visual
impairments. The width of 7th Street between the alley and Main Street could be adjusted to widen the sidewalk
on the east side of 7th street which would also add room for maple street trees and vegetation to increase
pedestrian comfort and safety while creating a promenade of sorts from Main Street to the seminary building.
Similar tree and planting improvements should be made on the west side of 7th Street as well along with a mural
to complement the mural on the east side of the street. Highlighting the crosswalks at the 7th and Main Street
intersection along with eye-catching wayfinding signs will help connect the Cedar Valley Seminary and
downtown and enhance pedestrian safety. Assessment team members encountered on at least four separate
occasions, turning traffic not yielding to pedestrians at this intersection. Images below are available for
download.
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THE SHED

During the assessment, several focus group attendees and the community survey indicated a desire for one or
more places for the community’s youth to gather downtown. The assessment team met with the high school
student council to gather their input and ideas for downtown and to learn where the youth gathers now, which
as it turns out, is often people’s sheds. Out of that discussion, the students hatched the idea of an informal
downtown gathering spot that this report refers to as “The Shed.”
The Shed is visualized as a student lead development project that utilizes an under used space in downtown.
The concept for The Shed includes an open first floor with large storefront windows and visible activities in the
front half such as ping pong and billiards. Further back is a snack bar and large TV screen for gaming and movie
and sports watching in the middle and a maker space with 3D-printers and the latest technology along with
mentoring resources. In the back of the space could be a place to experiment with the latest virtual reality
applications and race drones. On the building’s lofted second floor would be large comfy furniture for gathering
and hanging out, large harvest-like tables for study groups and smaller, more personal nooks towards the rear
for studying, music listening and small group conversation. Outside the front of the shed would be a gathering
space with ample seating, bike parking, shade, Wi-Fi, receptacles for trash and recyclables, and the ability to
charge electronics. Image available for download.

ROOFTOPS AND ALLEY PATIOS

Other options for 3rd places in Osage include rooftop and alley patios. The alleys currently provide access to
ample public parking and are in decent shape. However, the rear entrances of buildings and the connections
they can make between the public parking lots and Main Street are currently underutilized as many buildings
lack signs indicating where the back entrances are, what building it is you are entering or whether you are
welcome to utilize the back entrance.
Osage appeared to the assessment team and focus group participants, as well as survey respondents, to be
lacking outdoor dining opportunities. While outdoor dining in the front of businesses is ideal for passersby to
see that downtown is alive, the rear areas between buildings and alleys – as well as the some of the bump-outs
on Main Street and select rooftops – could provide a variety of spaces for outdoor dining. These areas do not
have to be very large and can be outfitted for minimal cost. A good example of a small outdoor space was the
winery next door to Emerson’s.
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Image:

ACTION STEPS:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Organize a stakeholder group, along with city staff and leadership, to review and research the 3rd place ideas
suggested in this report and determine priorities for 3rd place creation.
Develop a detailed plan to implement the priority 3rd places identified above.
Engage local youth and downtown property owners to identify possible locations for The Shed.
Partner with the city to restripe 7th street between Main Street and the first alley to the north and develop
a plan to improve the pedestrian experience and connection between Main Street and the Cedar Valley
Seminary.
Partner with the Iowa DOT and city staff to make visual improvements to the crosswalks in the intersection
of 7th Street and Main Street.
Conduct a survey of existing business owners to determine who is interested in and what assistance is
needed to add or enhance outdoor dining opportunities whether they be on Main Street, adjacent to rear
alleys or on rooftops.

THEME 7:

MARKETING AND PROMOTING DOWNTOWN OSAGE

The assessment team was impressed by the strength of the brand “Osage: City of Maples”.
You can tell driving through the city that there is consistency with that brand in the tree
lined streets and colorful views at each turn. We asked a number of groups about this
slogan and it was clear that not only does Osage have a great identity but also a community
that knows and understands that brand identity. From the banner poles to the “Leaflet”,
using your brand in these small ways makes your brand memorable. Many communities
struggle to come up with such a strong brand identity so this was exciting to see and hear
from the community. Our recommendations would be to polish that brand and take it to
the next level.
ACTION STEPS:

•
•

Consider a cohesive rebranding effort with a professional marketing firm. Working together with the City,
Municipal Utility Company, Chamber of Commerce and Economic Development organizations on cohesive
marketing is both economical and creates a strong brand identity.
Website development - Through searches, Osage Iowa, has a strong SEO web presence. Follow that up with
stronger websites that reflect the community brand with both functionality and content. Where it makes
sense (i.e. event calendars) redirect to other organizations websites so as not to duplicate efforts or display
incorrect information.
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•
•
•
•

Clarify roles with enhanced web presence of the Mitchell County Economic Development Commission, ODC,
and Osage Economic Betterment Company. No online information could be found on the latter two
organizations.
Create a library of community photos by hiring photo professionals or having photo contests to enhance
marketing materials. Be sure to document events, shopping, dining, attractions, and activities in all seasons.
Refrain from using stock photos or clip art that can come across as inauthentic.
Add the headshots of community leaders to websites. Our team met some great leaders in the community.
Do not underestimate the power of a familiar face!
It was very clear that Osage has a strong alumni base with a lot of community pride. Continue to find ways
to engage this base in activities and brand communications efforts. When a community gets behind a brand
there is a lot of free marketing potential.

Osage has a lot of community pride! We heard about the schools, Cedar River Complex, big industry,
Socktoberfest, and so much more. Here are some ways to capture and display that community pride in
downtown Osage.
ACTION STEPS:

•

•

We heard a lot about the redevelopment projects including the CDBG building storefront renovations and
Cedar Valley Seminary. Show off the before-and-after images of those projects to generate community pride
and inspire others to invest in their buildings. This can be done
through a feature of the week program in print or online, QR codes
in windows leading to information on the building, or a showcase of
those projects. Do not stop there! Show off the amazing, rehabbed
homes surrounding the Main Street.
Osage attracts employees to the area through healthcare, industry,
and school jobs. Create a program that helps integrate new hires
into the community. Having a “community wingman” program will
help ‘root’ newcomers to the area and also engage them as active
citizens.
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•

•

•

•

Tell the Story. Pinpoint aspects of community pride and utilize Main Street spaces to tell that story. This
could be community history displayed on plaques or utilizing vacant windows to display the products
produced by the big industries in Osage. Sell those products in Main Street stores or in the Chamber Office
to let visitors take a piece of Osage home with them.
Do not underestimate the value of your current assets. The Chamber Cash program is robust and utilized by
the healthcare industry. Consider encouraging the big industries and schools to use Chamber Cash as
customer/staff appreciation gifts, in welcome bags, and as prize giveaways. Give Chamber board members
Chamber Cash to give out as random acts of kindness. This says, “I’m on the Chamber Board, I’m passionate
about downtown and I want you to go check it out, on me.”
This empowers board members to market your community
without sounding salesy.
Engage youth in your marketing – There are so many
platforms and ways to reach audiences, it can easily become
a full time job keeping up with all the marketing channels
out there. Focus your time and resources on the 2-3
marketing channels used most by your community and
visitors (i.e. Print, Facebook, email, etc.) but do not forget
to engage new audiences too! You can do this by recruiting
the youth in your community to help with those on trend
communication channels. This could look like an intern that
manages an Instagram account or a photo competition to
capture the spirit of downtown Osage. Historic buildings,
murals, and brick walls can make the perfect backdrop for
that selfie or fashion/product shots for businesses. Make
sure your downtown and businesses are easy to tag. That is
free marketing!
Messaging goes beyond branding, slogans, and newsletters.
Consider the messages your main street gives off that are
not overtly said. A bench placed on main street says, “Stay
a while and enjoy the downtown”. In contrast, one-hour
parking might say, “Get what you need but don’t stay too
long”.

ACTION STEPS:

•
•
•
•

Remove dated or faded signage from storefronts
Work with building and business owners to limit the amount of time business are
vacant and encourage engaging store windows while work is being done.
Reconsider the “one-hour” parking limit by expanding it to 2- or 4-hour parking. It is
difficult to limit a salon appointment, dinner, or shopping spree to one hour. Add
signage to parking limit signs that states “extended time parking behind buildings”.
Reconsider “no overnight” parking. This parking policy is contradictory to
encouraging night life and patrons at bars, restaurants, and breweries. It puts
customers in a tough position if they had been drinking to either get behind the wheel
or get a parking ticket. It also creates the perception that after 7pm Main Street looks
like a ghost town not a vibrant downtown.
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One of the most successful aspects of the Osage brand is the events! Osage has a number of signature events
that the community enjoys including Socktoberfest, farmers markets, and retail events. Retail events can often
be the hardest to execute and Osage has an excellent line up of events to attract shoppers from all over. The
retailers also stated that the event days not only increase exposure of their business but also boost sales. This
is a great value to the business district but be sure that each event is meeting specific goals/has a purpose and
is worth the time and effort of staff.
ACTION STEPS:

•

•
•
•

Evaluate the current event line up. Determine the audience, purpose, and specific goals for each event. Are
these events financially stable? What is the cost and staff time cost to manage these events? Do the
benefits/achieved goals outweigh those costs? If events are not meeting those goals or do not match the
mission of the organization, find those that are passionate or organizations that are willing to take on those
events.
Many of these events are put on by the Chamber of Commerce. We would encourage the Chamber to
evaluate the breakdown of their time spent on events verses other activities to ensure there is a balance of
economic development and community development.
Consider new events with specific purposes outside of the current scope of events
New Event Ideas
 Rivalry Event – to engage the alumnis of the school districts and capitalize on the strong alumni support
of the community
 Cash Mobs – Boost sales for businesses in a meaningful way. How about combining with St. Ansgar?
Enlist teachers from both school districts to work on this. Pick a business each month or quarter and get
30 of them to commit to spend $20 at that business on a given night. Go out for food and beverages
after. Pick a business from Osage this month…St. Ansgar next month.
 Off season farmer’s markets – farmers markets are a big hit in the community
 Music Events – many community members wanted to see additional music event opportunities or music
added to current events
 Tours: History Tours, Haunted Tours, Upper Housing Tours, Renovation Tours, Opportunity Tours,
Industry Tours. Tours allow people to explore your main street, get inspired, and become engaged. You
may engage a new investor, business, or resident through tours of main street spaces.

Tourism is an important element to the vitality of a downtown. Events seem to be the largest draw of tourism
to the downtown Osage area and from online research there is a robust Travel Iowa listing. A secondary form
of tourism was uncovered through a conversation with the healthcare industry leaders. They stated that up to
150 new patients each month are introduced to Osage from the surrounding area for health care needs. This is
a big market for tourism that could be capitalized on. Understanding the demographics, wants and needs of this
market potential will be key in attracting them for return visits.
ACTION STEPS:

•

•

Decide who will take charge – this can be a challenge when many times organizations are already stretched
thin. Tourism should engage multiple groups within the community. Consider creating a Tourism committee
comprised of those that have a stake in seeing tourism thrive; representatives from industry (Socktoberfest),
healthcare industry, and any entities that drive people to your community.
With this committee, dive into where your customers are coming from, who they are, and how to best
market to them. If many tourists are coming from the health care facilities, is there adequate transportation,
easy scheduling between appointments, and signage to get downtown? Are your healthcare workers
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•
•
•

•

encouraging people to shop downtown? Do they have marketing materials? When patients have an
excellent experience (not just at an appointment) but also consider Osage a day trip, everybody wins!
Survey visitors through these channels or have secret shoppers to find out what barriers exist.
Ask healthcare staff what patients often ask for
that would be a helpful tool for them.
Host a meal, networking, or after hours at
downtown businesses specifically for front line
health care workers so they can give firsthand
knowledge and suggestions to patients the best
places to visit downtown. Invite hotel staff, gas
station staff and anyone in your community that
is front and center to visitors to attend.
Day trips: Create itineraries, bus trips, or other
marketing materials that might assist these front
line workers in attracting visitors to downtown.
Develop a list of 20 things you can do in
Osage/downtown Osage.
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PRIORITIES:
The Assessment team encourages Osage to prioritize projects listed in this report, as well as other opportunities
we feel are of importance.
Theme #
2
2
3
3
5
5
7
7

Immediate Priorities: (0-6 months)
Take a leadership walk downtown: Identify red flags and react
Work with DOT; Clarify signage requirements. Blade signs would be a downtown enhancement
Promote all of the good design changes with before and afters
Pursue Community Catalyst Building Remediation Grant
Create business think tank; Identify challenges and plan to help; Promote ShopIowa.com
Clean up vacant windows; Business opportunity signs
Role clarification for economic development groups
Create Osage Day Trip itineraries and promote!

Theme #
1
2/3
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
6
7
7
7
7
7
7

One Year Priorities (0-12 months)
Implement unique pedestrian cross walks
Implement mini-grant for small improvements: business signage/outdoor dining/displays
Public art group: Brainstorm ideas and investigate funding
Liven up benches and trash receptacles: maple theme
Streetlight assessment and research improvements
Architectural awareness programs
Building assistance team
Building inventory including upper stories
Tour neighboring communities who have excelled with upper story housing
Implement small (temporary) upper story window improvements: Uncover, curtains, art
Does Osage have an ordinance restricting storefront housing? If not, create one.
Business visitation program
Plan for consistent and hopefully expanded store hours and display of them
Prepare to do business recruitment: Understand data and surveys/Create wish list
Market vacancies on-line
Opening a Business workshop
Identify 3rd Place ideas and locations/Engage youth on ideas for “The Shed”
Youth engagement to help market downtown
Create photo library to market downtown/Use headshots
Utilize downtown space to tell the story…plaques, vacant windows, etc.
Remove obsolete signage from buildings
Evaluate parking restrictions and react
Event evaluation: Make hard decisions
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Theme#
heme#
1
2
2
2
4
4
5
5
7
7
7

Theme#
(all)

6
7

Longer term Projects: (0-24 months)
Plan for gateway features for intersection of 5th Street and 8th Street
Two murals
Downtown greenery enhancement plan
Strategy for enhanced amenities including seating, outdoor dining, restrooms, drinking fountains, bike
parking, etc.
Upper story tour
Adjust incentives to encourage rehab of iconic homes on periphery of downtown
Business referral system in place/ and, on-line business directory
Prep for business recruitment: Lead generation and process in place
Cohesive rebrand effort in place
Community ‘wingman” in place to familiarize newcomers to downtown
Two new events
Implement
two new
implement…especially
events …especially to
those
bring
that
direct
bring
value
direct
to value
businesses
to businesses

Down the road (24 months +)
Implementation of planning efforts, for example gateway features and 3rd place
enhancements
Implementation of alley improvements. Clean up and perhaps placemaking effort in one
alley
Significant upper story residential project
Tourism development plan

Many examples exist of approaches to implementing quick, impactful, and inexpensive downtown
improvements. Some examples of these approaches are Better Block, The Place Game and Tactical
Urbanism. There are several keys to these approaches of turning “spaces” into “places” – where memories will
be made, and people will want to visit. These placemaking approaches are often city supported and citizen-lead
efforts involving community members representing a wide variety of interests in a community. Resources are
“resourced” from the community to keep costs low and to involve more of the community in the project. The
projects can and should happen quickly, often within 60-90 days from project conception to installation. And
the projects are pilots—flexible and adaptable to lessons learned from implementation.
To assist the city and citizens of Osage in keeping the momentum for downtown improvement going, the Iowa
Economic Development Authority is offering the time and assistance of Jeff Geerts from the Assessment Team.
Jeff is available to serve as a liaison from our agency to Osage to assist in developing and coordinating
opportunities for quick implementation of placemaking projects. As your community comes together to identify
opportunities to implement downtown improvement projects, Jeff is available to share his expertise, provide
technical assistance and return to Osage to help plan and implement.
We hope this will be a working document for years to come. We encourage you to gather the community
together soon to review the recommendations in this report and chart a course forward with the most popular
ideas from this report and form implementation teams. One of the best ways to build on the citizen interest and
excitement expressed during the Downtown Assessment is to identify “quick win” projects that show what is
possible when the community comes together to revitalize downtown.
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CONTACTS:
Iowa Downtown Resource Center, IEDA, Des Moines, Iowa............................................................. 515.348.6180
.......................................................................... https://www.iowaeconomicdevelopment.com/Community/idrc
Keep Iowa Beautiful ..............………………. ......................................................................................... .515.323.6507
......................................................................................................................https://www.keepiowabeautiful.com
ISU Iowa Community Indicators Program retail analysis..................................http://www.icip.iastate.edu/retail
Certified Local Governments, State Historic Society of Iowa ............................................................ 515.281.6826
CDBG Downtown Revitalization Program.......................................................................................... 515.348.6208
........................................................................... https://www.iowaeconomicdevelopment.com/DowntownFund
National and State Preservation Services and Programs:
National Trust for Historic Preservation ................................................................... www.preservationnation.org
Main Street America (Main Street America Network Membership)......................... https://www.mainstreet.org
National Park Service Preservation Briefs .......................https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs.htm
State Historic Preservation Office ......................................................................................... www.iowahistory.org
RESOURCES: (electronic files are available for download here)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 80 Cities
A Checklist for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings
Awning Examples
Awnings
Getting Your Business Ready to Sell -Business
Succession Planning
Business Transition Checklist
Business Visitation Form
Color Schemes
Creative Placemaking & the Arts Resource
Guide
Creative Placemaking Manual
Design Guidelines
Design Renderings
Event Evaluation
Great Promotional Events
Main Street Sign Guide
Osage ESRI Profile & Fast Facts

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Osage Market Snapshot
Osage Pulse Poll Survey Summary
Osage Public Input Survey Summary
Preservation Brief: Aluminum and Vinyl Siding
on Historic Buildings
Preservation Brief: Rehabilitating Historic
Storefronts
Preservation Brief: Use of Awnings
Project for Public Spaces
Restoring Historic Commercial Buildings
Retail Events
Sample Building Inventory Form
Signs & Awnings for Downtown
Sustainable Development Codes
Upper Story Housing Benefits
Wayfinding/Parking Examples
Window Displays
Woodbine Business Plan Competition
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